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В теории Бракнера и при решении уравнений Заднеева рассмат-
риваются когерентные эффекты, возникающие в uNH -динамики при
наличии резонансного лион-нукдонного взаимодействия. Показано,
что в иеулругоы ̂  -волновом тd-рассеянии ыожет возникать резкая
зависимость амплитуды рассеяния от начальной энергии и от имцуль-
соя конечных частиц, Нерегулярности в энергетическом поведении
могут иметь ширину,на порядок меньшую ширины яЭД -резонанса.
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ABSTRACT

Coherent effect production is considered In lOYft-dynamloe

with reeonsnt pion-nuoleon interaction vie- Brueokner theory and

Faddeev equations.lt lo shown that the narrow energy and final

momentum dependence can arise in the inelastio 8-wave

"Xd-soattering.The energy dependence peculiarities can have a

width an order of magnitude less than iW-гэвопапое one.

The problem ot narrow dibarion resonances is one of the most

Intriguing one in the intermediate energy physioB.If there ie a

qualitative explanation' 61 the observed effeot concerning the

wide dybarione (Г iv 0.1-0.20eV)[1} as the box diagram

manifestation with the NA-lntermediate st3t.e(2] but there a

situation is yet undetermined both theoretically and by

experiment13J.We shall understand the resonances with a mass more

than a sun* of the pion mass and two nuoleon masses 2m+|i and with

;
:
;j a width Г«0.010е7 as the narrow* dibaryon resonances.There are

:| some indications on suoh effects in the experiments with

;| few-nuoleon systems and in the hadron-nucleus scattering!3].The

•f consideration of such processes via rtNN-dyiiamios does not show

\ any narrow peculiarities usually in the energy depenebnee of the

j crcss-seotion (see for ex.(4]).There is some indication or the

| possibility of such effects in[5J where the pole Is discussed In

f the NA-amplitude with isospin 1=2 and a mass near 2m+u and a

I width of some MeY.The situation remains in general quite the

\ reveise of' the well-- known effeot in the nuoleon three-body

t problemibj,where the fine theoretical phenomenon takes plaoe but

its reliable experimental manifestations have not been yet found.

: On the contrary the experiment challenges the theory ther-з under

t the condition of its confirmation.

\ It will be shown lower how the narrow effects in the

< cross-section energy dependence can be produced via

j ЯШ-dynamics.As there is the little parameter ц/m in the problem

X one can try to produoe the resonance of the pion wave on two



heavy scatterere.The oondition of thle resonanoe neglecting—the

elementary amplitude oompleznesa is the divisibility of the

distance between scattTers to the half of the

wavelength.Averaging of such amplitude on the two nuoleon wave

function and taking into account the nucleon mass finiteneee

(recoil effects) makes this resonance clearly not to take place in

the direct sence.HowsWr there are the interference phenomena

producing the sharp energy dependence of the crooe-Bection.The

further consideration will be oarried out step by step

complicating the problem.In seot.1 the one-dimension exaotly

solvable model of the plane-wave scattering by two infinite-heavy

scatterers is discussed.In seot.2 the three-dimension st&tio-

consideration of the resonance effeota is fulfilled via Brueckner

theory.Then the transition is made to the finite nuoleon mass and

some effective recoil effect calculation is carried out.At last

in eect.3 the discussed questions are examined by the

calculation of Faddeev equations.This gives the exact acoeuat of

the nuoleon recoil effects and the unitarity relation.

".One-dimension sample

Let's doncider the plane w&ve transition through the sistem of

two potential barriers of the reotangular form with the height U.

.thickness a standing on the distance h one after another.Xhe

wave function is

when x<0 and

when a<x<a+h (к =*i?nE ,S-initial energy of -the particle).The

amplitude of the reflection wave A is analogous to the scattering

amplitude; in this oase.Here we have the model of the p&rtiole

scattering on two infinite-heavy scatterers when the elementary

HIM: ! i t-icJe has the re^onanoe at certain value of the initial

пи.::-.'-r,v.H-~k -ip.Actuaily in this model the elementary amplitude A
4
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this amplitude has the first pole at the point

кц**.201-10.301.Hear this value at k^a--* the elementary amplitude

goes to вего corresponding to the total transparency of the

barrier (Ramsauer effect).The total scattering amplitude on two

barriers is .

and if *4 is real it is expressed direotly through the amplitude

Thia soattering amplitude has poles at the unphyeioal sheet

and for h=6.5a the first 14 poles have the following values Ц

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Re k R

0.140034
0.279810
0.419030
О.557ЭО0
0.694O55
0.828410
0.959010

Im k^
-0.00Q0t4
-0.000062
-0.000171
-0.000408
-О.ООО9Э7
-0.002174
-0.005174

e
9

10
11
12
13
14

Re k f t

. 1.084050
1.201430
1.306160

1.479171
1.587050
1.709200
1.834400

I m k R

-0.012360
-0.028000
-0.054860
-0.079930
-0.069800
-0.066400
-0.071400

The dependence of \k\ on the initial momentum is shown in

fig.1 by the solid ourve and the dependence of |AJ| -by the dashed

ourve.lt is seen that the soattering amplitude goes to zero at к

near the pole positions He k ^ .The width of the resonance is

determined by the value of the elementary amplitude A^ .The

oonditlon of vanishing the denominator in (2,3) can be written as

3*1*4= ^ k t A j (4)
At the low value of the initial momentum the amplitude k\ is near

unit and the width of the resonance is very email.This

corresponds to the narrow quanibound state of the particle
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between two barriere with low transparency«The life-time of the

.state x relatively to the particle time of flight between

barriere is
 v

 4

~X*
0
 ~ ilrv^lWKR,' (5)

Рог the sufficiently powerful barrier (1^>1) the amplitude (1)

has the simple form

and TA
e
=r»r

ft
/(aE) at k

{
 «k

0
 .The physios of theee resonance

phenomena is illustrated in fig.2.The dashed and the dot-dashed

curvesooinside at small momenta that corresponds to the standing

wave creation in quasistationary states.The vaJue |o| iiac to be

of the order of %/%
a
 due to the dimension considerations in the аи

the amplitude of the initial wave equals unit.The satisfaction of

this condition ie seen comparing fig.2 with the value obtained

from eq.(5).The big value of the standing wave amplitude between

the barriers explains how the total transparency of the eystem is

achieved under the condition of the low transparency of the

single barrier (fig. 1,2) .There isa particle "accumulation" between

the barriers fэг the infinite time of the scattering prooees and

for this re., jon the wave in produced oX the вате amplitude with

the initial one at the exit of the eystem.The effect of ouch,

УаЬгу-Perot resonator in the nuolear physics пав been observed

lately in the experiment on the \iltraoold neutron transition

through thin metallio layers(7).

The amplitude A decreases зв initial momentum increases and

the resonance- width increases in the correspondence " with

eq.(4).Fer all that the oharaoter of the resonance changes

beginning from the momenta more than к .Here the ratio a/a becomes

of the order of unit and a standing wave ie not produced

(eq. (4)
t
fig.2).Howsv«iv.the-.reE;onanoes continue to be sufficiently

narrow (Imlcg/Rek>/
V
icr ).The resonance width becomes large with

further momontum increasing and physios is determined Ъ> the

numerator of the eq.(3) i.e. now the Fabry-Perot intorforomet-r

takes place.-.At the same time it should be understood that in

the region J^a"! the wavelengtfc-Ьесотез compareb.le wJtft the Ьндчм

thickneoc and tnc coherence effort» dicappcar if т>юг<з jt: •• •!!•

diffusion of tnc cd̂ c- and the waveleiigth becomne of th*: cm";' '•>
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yig.2.The dependence on the initial momentum of the amplitude

module of the reflected wave | A | (the solid curve,the left

axis),the modules of the amplitudes С and c' of plane waves moving

along the positive x-axis and in the opposite direction between

the barriers (the lached and the dot-dashed ourvee.at the left

picture-the rignt axis).
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the diffusion parameter.

Тле above consideration shows how in the one-dimension

three-body problem the narrow resonances are produced when there

is a wide resonance in an elementary amplitude,if a mass of the

initial particle is much lower* than soatterer masses.Now one can

transit to the three-dimension oase and consider effects arising

after averaging on the scatterer coordinates and after

calculating finite mass of the soatterere.

£.Three-dimension sample.

The problom of the particle scattering on two infinite-heavy

scatterers for яс interaction have been solved by BrueoknerfOl

for the S and l'-wave elementary amplitudes.Further this result

was reproduced by summing of the Feinman graphs in 191.Wo shall

soneider tno deuteron breakup by intermediate-energy pions

i.e. the multlscattcring row at fig.3.

2 =
-3

?ig.3.The multieoattering row for the pion-deuteron amplitude

The generalisation of cqs.r.2,3) for the eoattaring amplitude with

fixed ooatterer coordinates г*
г
 and ?

&
 in the three-dimension oase

«

• Here У^-the amplitude of the scattering in whioh 1n the Jar.t

I Interaction the partiojs 3 is the spectator.The ei umr.-tii.ai v



'.О
amplitudes f arc labelledby the number of the spectator too.The

total scattering amplitude is tne sum of the amplitudes ¥% {"q,f)
and Ft!"q,rJ.Here r•-r"a-'ra and ~q=$.

f-l? 0?,S -pion momenta before and
after scattering in the deuteron rest-frame).The value a=
arires'after the transition from invariant itM-amplitudes to
amplitudes ?^ and f^ in the pion-nucleon o.ir..frame for the
scattering on the nuolcon 3 and 2 oorrespondently,(S-the usual
Mandelstam variable in the pion-nuclcon interaction when
scattering is on the nuoleon at rest in the deuteron rest-frame.)
We shall consider only S-wave pion-nucleon interaotion neglecting
the nucleon spin and isospin.The amplitude of the resonant
pion-nuoleon scattering can be ohosen in the form

Here Wft-1.23OGeY,rR--O.1i5GeV,.4*~tfce momentum in the pion-nuoleon
c m . frame,Jc^-thc correspondent value at W=WR.

'i'he amplitude of the deuteron breakup process fig.3 can be
obtained as the matrix clement of the expression (6) between two
nuclecn states:the bound state with tHS~wave funotion Ф(г) and the
continuous spectrum state axp (i (p*

t
-p*

a
 J?/2) (p ,p -ruoleon momenta

in the deuteron rest-frame).The final state nucleon-nuoleon

interaction is neglected here because further we shall be

interested in tne large relative momenta |j£t~?8i »^mEj>(e3>-the
deuteron binding energy).The scattering amplitude is faotorieed as

3n ail further calculations Paris deuteron wave-funotion is
useanoi.In iiruectacr calculation the infinite-heavy soatterere
i.e.a-1 wore supposed.2n the oonorete calou.Tations(9] it is
necessary to t.-J-ie into account the pion-nucleon scattering
kinematics and thus the n-valUe could be different from unit.

Che rtructure cf *Ъо. integrand in (B) is analogous to the
с -.«-. .J, }', ..;. -.i.c ci.e aisonsion cample;the resonance states
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correspond to zeros of the denominator with the fixed distance r

between the nuoieona.The locations of this zeros on the oomplex

plane к are shown in fig.4 at different valuer of r indicated by

digits with the dimension (GeV/o) .The amplitude poles oreate

two branches corresponding to two factors in the denominator and

joined by the solid lines in fig.4.The trajeotory of the first

faotor gives poles remote from the real axis and there could

exist other trajectories with far peculiarities.Later on we shall

not discuss the poles of this branoh of the amplitude (8).The

second trajectory oonneots zero locations of the seoond faotor in

the denominator eq.(8) and besides it is the nearest trajectory

to tUe real axis.lt crosses the real axis at k=k
(>
-O.285aeV/o

)

r=r
ft
--6(GeV/of and the poles get to the physical sheet of the

scattering amplitude.The existenoe of such a solution

of the equation

«a 4
is seen immediately if one expresses the elementary amplitude

* ft t

through the scattering phase 1.е.Г=е
и0
81п(б)/к .The equation

turns into

(Ю)

at кг+0-ic,31c,...and its solution exists at real к and r. (We used

here a=fs/m-k/k*).In the oase ot infinite-heavy nuoleons a--1

and the solution of eq.(10)is absent,exoept the oaee kr=0.The

corresponding pole trajectories are shown in fig.4 by dashed

ourves for the nuoleon masses increased by a faotor 50.At the

same time the crossing of the real axis by the trajeotory does

not have the physical meaning because the amplitude <i>.(kVp.) is

not expressed by eq.(8) at k>k
e
.This is dear if one oonBider-зв

the pole positions of the integrand (8) on the oomplex r plane

corresponding to the nearest trajeotory to the real axis at

different real values of к (fig.!?).The pole trajectory <мч?.чв<-в

the Integration path in f><].(8) in'the point r=r
o
 with O.JTV-.̂ ',

v
.; r

the initial atosiKsntcm in th3 oase of tli-э firite nuoiron x:xr.'.*••.
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(GeV/с)

0Л ReK(6eV/c)

Fig.4.Pole trajectories of the scattering amplitude at the

fixed distance between scatterers (shown by digits with dimension

(GeV/эГ
1
 ).The eolid ourve-the nucleon raaas m-O.9383GeV,the dashed

curve-the nuoleon тавв is 50m,the" dot-dashed curve-the nucleon

reooil effectu are oaloulated.



Dm г (GeV/с)"

10

20

10 20 Re rlGeV/сГ1

I
f;

Fig.5.The pole trageotoriee of the inte^and in eq.(8) on the

ooaplex r-plane at the different initial momenta (shown by digits

with dimension GeV/o) The solid ourve-the nucleon таяв

m*O.93e3CeV,the daahed our»e-the nuoleon mass ie *>Orn.
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the главе beoomes infinite (ш-юо) the trajectory does not cross

the integration path.If one considers^ at k>k
o
 as the analitloal

oontinuation of the eq.(8) determined at low momenta к and

continuously passing to the infinite-heavy mass limit it is

neeecsary to add to the integral (8) the residue of the integrand

in the pole point.Later on the amplitude (8) will be ooneidered

for the finite nuoleon mass understanding the approximate

oharaoter of this expression at k>k
0
 and estimating the possible

uncertainty in this region.Finally this problem disappears ac

will be seen calculating the nuoleon reooil effeots.

Tho further consideration will be carried out for the S-wave

amplitude <&»(W,qj) of the deuteron breakup in the pion-deuteron

cm.frame under the condition that nucleon Э is in the S-wave

relatively to the pion-nuoleon subsystem 1,2.The oholoe of the

S-wave in the icd-interaotion allows to increase a contribution of

the small nuoleon-nuoleon range physics in the pion-deuteron

scattering.This enhanoes the above-mentioned resonant meohanizm

as the pole trajeotory approaches near the real axis in fig.4 at

the small nuoleon-nuoleon distances (r =6(GeV/of =1.2fm).

S-wave amplitude is expressed through ф
а
(К*З

а
) as

and oose.
i
=('q*'.̂ )/(q.q),'q*,=̂ +

i
q/2. (Here "q-the deuteron momentum,q.

-the momentum of nucleon 3,W-the total energy in the

pion-deuteron c.in.frame.K^-the deuteron masB.)The amplitude

*
s
(W

f
q ) as a function"of two variables is shown in fig.6 (the

region of variable alteration is shown in the inserts).The

characteristic feature ofthe real part of the amplitude is its

sharp fall with к
1
 increase that ic mainly connected with the

decrease of S-wave contribution to the amplitude at large k
8
* as

it is determined by the small nuoleon-nuoleon distance in this

oace.Moreover as it is seen in eq.(7) tfce oscillating

contribution in the numerator of the double scattering term , ,

disappears at the low values of к and p (and oorrespondently q f
3 r

too).This yields the sharp increase of the amplitude real part at |

lew k
4
.An additional increase ie produoed by the multiscattering j



.•»•<•«,<

Jig.6.The eoatterdng amplitude *
3
(W,q

5
) in the static theory ав а

function of the initial momentiun square k* in the deuteron

reet-frane and the nuol«?on 3 momentum q in the pion-dmteron

o.m.frame.At the top~ReJ>,(W
f
q. ),at the bottom-Tnfl',

direotioiiS оГ the axis k^.q.and the values of thr

lnt.ei<vai£i ̂ ifj rhuvn in tht inserts'.

).Тм«
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contribution.

There is the mountain range on the surfaos ИеФ^ at the

sufficiently low values of q
s
 which position is determined

approximately by the condition <J =q/2 (see lower

fig.7,11,12,13).This is oonneoted with the dominating

contribution of the single scattering at P.=0 (the wave-function

maximum point in the momentum representation).

The imaginary part of the amplitude Ф, has maximum at the

email value к
г
 and oeoillates in the field k

a
%0.1(OeV/o) as a

function of q^.The maximum at low k
x
 is analogous to the already

disouesed one in Refl̂ .The behaviour of the imaginary part at the

small k
8
- ic determined by the double scattering contribution

negleoting the denominator in eq.(8).This amplitude has the

maximum value at lk-p*
a
J=k,when nonosoillating contribution

•»iaf/(r k) ia produced,whioh yields 1тФ, inorease.An additional

inorease is produced by the multiscattering amplitudes. On the

other hand the imaginary part hae to vanish at k-0 in accordance

with the unitarity condition.This is fulfilled approximately at

• large q as it is seen in fig.6 but it is not carried out at the

small one.Suoh a behaviour is a result of the denominator

oomplexness in eq.(8) and thus there is some violating of the

unitarity condition in" this region.We shall come back to this

point in seot.3 disoussing results of Jaddeev equation

calculation.

' Let's consider the region ket.0.1 (GeV/o) (k«k
e
) and make

j* clear the origin of the oscillation in the amplitude *,(W,q
%
).It

s is shown in fig.7 at the value k*0.283GeV/o.The amplitude

\: oscillation takes plaoe both in the real and in the

• • imaginary part and besides it is not explained by the single and

'( the double pion scattering (op. solid and dashed ourves in

f
:
 fig.7).There is a theory variant in fig.7 shown by the dot-dashed

'• curve in which the low integration limit in .(8) r
c
 was chosen

H near r
0
(r

c
=7(0eV/c) ).This allows to reveal what effects are

;• conneoied with small nucleon-nuoleon distances in the integral (8)

| and what once are produced by the large distanoes.lt if seen that

U.t or.cinations in the real part disappears i.e. i
s
 determined

just t̂y the integration region inoluding r
Q
 ;the imaginary part



q
3
 (GeV/c)

Fig.7.The soattering amplitude Ф»(*'«Ч
Ь
> in the etatio theory as

a function of q at W=2.172GeV.Solid ourvee-the e>tatlo "theory

oalaulation;dashed ourvee-the single and the double-scattering

oontributiontdot-daehed cirwee, U\e contribution of the field r>r
ft

(Р
е
=*7(0е¥/оГ );double-dot-dashed ourvee-only pole oontribution

in the region r<r^.
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behaviour is not changed with this out (the solid line coincides

with the dot-dashed one).

One can estimate the pole contribution at r=r
o
 in eq.(8) using

the nearness of the chosen initial momentum to k
b
 i.e. lay out

the denominator in the row near zero and thus pick out dear the

pole factor.

2. о - v

The integral (6) can be calculated approximatly now,taking into

aooouiit obviously the oscillating functions in the numerator and

picking out the rest from the integral sign at r=r
e
 .This is

oorreot under the condition that •Sin<p
3
r
ey
)/(p r

o
)/Sln(|1t-]^l T

b
)/

(|U-plr
0
) (otherwise the numerator vanishes at r=r

e
 ).ThiB

oiroumstance givee to the oaloulation,being carried out,the

estimation character.For example this condition is not fulfilled

at =O or Р
4
-к

в
 as near pole at Jc=k

e
.
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The result of th« addition of ch (i-.
4
 ьНо *he in

J
 gral over the

large distance region is shown in fig.7 by double-dot-dashed

ourves.The oscillating picture iu seen arioing in the real

part of the amplitude.The behaviour of the imaginary part of the

amplitude is not changed qualitatively although some decrease of

the value take<* plaoe.lt appeared to be connected with the

approximate oharaoter of this calculation.The contribution in

) from amplitudes of the different multiplicity is shown

in fig.8.It ie seen that all those amplitudes are of the same

order.The oscillation»in ЛеФ
3
 and Im*

3
 (solid lines in fig.7) are

explaned t ' the interference of the throe typea of

amplitudes!twofold scattering,"threefold"-the bum of the

amplitudes with an odd multiplicity beginning from the threefold

an* "fourfold"-the sum of the amplitudes with an even

multiplicity beginning from the fourfold.The first minimum in Неф_

is determined by the negative twofold scattering amplitude;the

second maximum ie'explained by 'vanishing of the twofold and

"threefold" amplitudes at q «0.5GeV/o and the positiveness of the

"fourfold" amplitude. The seoond minimum at q..-ss,0.65GeV/o is

determined by the negative "threefold" amplitude.The maximum in

Im$£ at q"atO,6GeV/O~ is produced by the interference of the

twofold and "threefold" scatterings.The principal oiroumetanoe

tor arising ot that interference picture in the field k<%ko is

that the elementary amplitude f is practically imaginary beoauae

this region approximately corresponds to HN-resonanoe in the

scattering on the nuoleon in deuteron at reet.

The consideration,being carried out,shows that the osoination

In Re4»b at k»k9 ie produced from the denominator of eq.(8) and

besides it is determined in the main "by the region r«ro .Thus the

discussed interference effoot has the same physical reason as the

coherent phenomena in.et.ot.1 (see eq.(3)).*hen pole trajeotory

fig.4 does not cross the real г is (for ex. dashed line in fig.4)

'one could speak about oertain effective value of the parameter

r,.It is determined on the one hand by the condition of the

pole nearness to the real a*it; and on the other hand by the

deut&rcn wave function forbiding the lowest distance between

nuoleohB.
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Pig.8.The scattering amplitude <D%(W,q%) In the etatio theory as

a funotion of q.at W=2.172GeV.Solid ourves - the double

eoattering; dashed ourveo - the "triple" scattering;dot-dashed

ourvps-the "fourfold1" scattering.
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There is the jump on the aurfaoe Ф
ф
 (W,q

%
 ) (fig.6) at k=k

o

oonneoted with c'-'soueeed crossing of the pole trajectory of the

integrand with the integration path in eq.(8).lt ie seen that the

jump"'is comparatively small and gives the roeeure of the error

free; using *q.(8) for the amplitude calculation at k>k
o
.

One oan develop the modification of the Brueokner theory

taking into aooount the nuoleon recoil effeote.Let'e oonelder

from the beginning these effects in the double scattering

amplitude fig.Э.The propagator of the intermediate state for this

diagram is 4

(k,-the plon momentum in the intermediate state,Т
г
 -the kinetic

energy of nuoleon 3).Thla propagator is transformed into

exp(i1tr)/r,K"=>l«i)(k)-T
a
 f--^ after transition to the coordinate

representation and thus the nuoleon recoil is taken into aooount

in the double scattering amplitude.One oan oarry out suoh

calculation in the diagrams of the higher multiplicity by some

effective manner using the faot that these diagrams yield the

main contribution at large valueeof p.This is—seen for ex. in

fig.8 where "threefold" and "fourfold" amplitudes have maxima at

q~,O.65GeY/o in Refl̂ .The minimum value of p^can be obtaned from

the oondition "if. =q/2+pt and is approximatly 0.55GeV/o.Suoh

momentum in the threefold seattering is produced via the backward

ЮТ-soattering when the momentum transfer is approximately 2k.The

multisoattering prooess oan be represented as the sequence of the

backward scattering.The propagator of the intermediate state oan

be approximated as

A

introducing some sufficiently rough estimation of the nuoleon

kinetio energy.One oan approximatly write the propagator as

i/(k*"(1~4U)/m)-k̂ -ji fie) considering w/m as a small parameter and

in the coordinate representation the effective propagator turr;e

out to be exp(ikr/a*")/r.If this expression IF inserted lato the

eq.(8) the denominator doe snot vanish already at the real k.The
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equation corresponding to the eq.(10)

I

has no solutions at кг not equal to zero.The pole trajeotory is

unown in this case in fig.4 by the dot-dashed ourve.Thus suoh

effective propagator of the intermediate state allows • one to

avoid the problem of orosslng the real axle by the pole

trajectory»

The generalisation of the eq.(6) for the amplitude P^ («It?) in

the ooordinate representation is the expression

It takes into account the propagator of the last scattering

Y
0
(T^),and the effective propagator Y^ of the intermediate state

for the multisoattaring amplitude.For the double scattering

Y
0
(T

&
) is almost exaot expression for the propagator.Expression

(12) transforms into eq.(fc) at m-»«e and for the double scattering

exaotly oaloulates the nuoleon recoil effeots.At the вате time

the deuteron breakup amplitude is analogous to eq.(S).

In the scct.9 we shall ooneider the results of this amplitude

calculation at throe values of the initial momentum к whioh are

oharaotoriutio for the surface "tj(W,q.) (fig.b),'l'he results will

be compared with those obtained with the use of eq.(8) and

Faddeev equations. \

i
3*Paddeev equation*.

The 0:11elation of the deuteron breakup amplitude on the basis

of Faddei'v equation is the nex< step on a pass to the real

pien . .uieron inieiMotion.lt allows first of all to take into
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amount exaotly the nuoleon reooii effect and the unitarity

oonditicTi.The oofr.pl ete Faddeev equation system is shown in

fig*9кIf three-partiole Wiok states are chosen as basic states

analogously [11J these equations oan be-«Pitten as

and the nucleus of the equations is

The quantum Viumbers of the three-partiole helioity angular

momentum state

are:*-the total energy in the three-partiole o.m.frame (c.m.f.3);

J-the total angular momentumr>f tliree particles in o.m.f .3;M-t}ie

j projection of the total angular momentum at 2-axis in c.m.f.3;

{4 w
4
- t h e total energy of the particles P and 7 in their

I proper two-particle o.m.frame ( c . m . f . 2 ) ; ^ -the total angular

j| jjomentum of the particles p and 7 in o.m.f . 2 ; т
л
- ^ с projection of

i the momentum 3^ 'it a-axis in c.m.f .2;A.,A
y
-the helioities of „ne

! paptioiee p and 7 in o.m.f^A^-the helioity of the particle a in

й o.m.f.3.The summing on a in eq. (15) mean suimiiuc over all

I - discrete quantum numbers.The index i in eqs.(14.15) runs the

:' values 1,2.3 and marks the soatterinK amplitude Ф« analogously as

•; In the sect.2 i.e. by the number of the spectator in..the last

I soattering;a»
u
-the elementary amplitude numerated by the number ot

\
:
 the spectator.L^,S, in eqs. (13.14) mean the orbital moment and the

j total spin in the two-part iole subsystem taking part in the

" scattering.The variables p. ,q
f
 are the momentum of the particle

;• in o.m.f.2 for i-subeystem and the momantum of tho part iole i in

Г the o.m.f.3;the value W is equal to the total initial energy an<3

I S=W*".The scattering amplitude to the state \a> ie
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through the amplitude Ф^ as

(h
 к ь
 (p«)-the formfaotor in i elementary amplitude correspondent

to its separable representation [11]).The values J^p^.q^) and

in eq.(14) are

(here га- is the mass of the particle with the number i,

W;(p)=W>
l
+mV;,w.=w. (p. J+u^p^JJ.The value w

o
 (q-

b
 ) is the total

energy of the particles ,1 and к in its proper two-partiole

cm.frame calculated through the total three-partiole energy W

and the spectator momentum q..The angle t)r in eq.(i5) is the

polar angle of the movement dlreoticn of the partiole к in the

two-partiole cm.frame of the particles к and i.The 6-funotion in

(15) provides the compatibility of the values q'.q, and p. .The

reooupling coefficient ^a^[ a ^ connects Wiok states of the

different complete sets i and j [11].

The single scattering amplitude *•*"*£**l(W,q- ) is expressed

through the deuteron wave funoticn it <p\> aa

(17)

besides the wave function is normalised as

Here q is the initial deuteron momentum,<i)(q)=>lq'b+nc.E =\'q -»K~ and
w:lQ-J~*ne energy of the particles of the subsystem (i) in their

proper o.m.f.t.This energy is calculated at ths total energy

*(Pi *q)tP^~the corrt-sponding momentum in cm.f.2.The values ^ .S,

,8, and в
ь
 are the total deuteron momentum,the deuteron spin ar.d

spins of two nuoleons accordingly.
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In the derivation of the relativistio Paddeev equations

>,(1
r
>) the BlankenoeoJer and Sugar presoriptionl12] have been

used.It leads to the equations analogous -formally to

thrue-dimension Lippman-Shwinger equations and provides the two

and three-partiole unitarlty conditions.

"he certain approximations have been made at the calculation

of the amplitude ©
&
(W,q

s
) via the eqe.(14,15) allowing to oompare

the calculation with the analogous results from eeot.2.At first

only equations 2 and T are considered from the three equations of

the system fig.9 and the amplitude Ф ^ (W,q ^ ) is

discarded.Seoondly the elementary UN-amplitude T j («
 0
 (q t )) is

taken at the energy correspondent to the nuoleon at rest in the

deuteron rest-frame; the formfactors h*"'^ are discarded too.The

calculations are oarried out for the spinleae nuoleons;only

S-wave elementary ilN-amplitudes ar-з considered and further we

shall deal only with S-wave inelastic /nd-soaitering.As the

propagator Vf(pi ^i)

V^
2
* Cpj <Vj*i -* *3 •* v€.

trnBforms into i/(w(q )-<t)(q)-ie) in the limit of infinite-heavy
nuoleone it has been multiplied by the factor
2w(ql)/((i)(ql)+w(q)).Tlie audition of suoh smooth funotion doee not
change qualitatively the final conclusions.In this case after the
transition to the coordinate representation one can obtain the
propagator expfiq,r)/r.

The solution of integral equation (14) with the singular
nuoleoue (15) will be carried out by the Pade-approximant
method!15l.If one introduces a conventional ooupling constant A,
oonneoted with the elementary amplitude Tj.the solution of the
equation Ф^(Л.) can be obtained by summing Neiman row of the

degrees of A.-We searoh this solution as the Pade-approximant

(n,m)-P
Vn
(A.)/Q

n
(X)-the ratio of two polinoms of m and n-degre.The

polinomB are found from the oondition that the dlfferenoe Ф(М

and [n,mj inoludcs the degrees of A. not higher than (n+ra),i.e.

If Ф(!^; *»'t *̂i« ''̂ )"«"'Л:л* »Q
h
(X)—_Sb.л «Ь.=1 •

И.ч ooef fioifTjf,s 'i«
v
 inJ. b- ar:' ca^oulattd from the equations
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4
The convergence of the method has been obtained already' for [A,A)

Pade-approximant.

The results of the calculation according to eqs.(14,15) fop

the amplitude <D,(W,q ) ars shovm in fig. 10.Comparing then» with

fig. 6 one can" see that the real part of <J> approximate ooinoides

with that of the etatio case and there are certain prinoipal

distinctions in the imaginary part.At first there is the maximum

of ХтФ
ч
 at email q and some к .distinct from zero and vanishing

of 1тФд at к =0.Thus unlike the Brueckner theory the unitarity

oondition is not violated here.Secondly the surface oharacter is

ohanged in the q.-dependence of Ф
а
 in the region k~k

6
 beginning

from oertain point.It transforms from the oeoillation to the

monotonous deoreaee.'l'he boundary between two fields on variable q

ooinsides approximately with the physical region boundary of the

prooeae %d~%pn on this variable.At last the third distinction is

the second mountain range on the surface ТтФ
&
 along the q

-axis.There is no jump in the amplitude now at k=«k
o
 and it is

provided by the calculation of the nuoleon recoil effects.

Let's ooneider Ф
ъ
 (W.q

 h
 ) (fig.11) at W=2.i82GeY

(k=0.2970eV/o,eomewhat higher than k
e
) in order to understand the

character of effects in fig.10.At first there is the osoillation

in Re©
4
 at q^O.350eY/c that oan be considered as a trial effect

tor the coherent fenonena.lt is seen that their region is moved

strongly to the low momentum side relatively to the rtatic oase.

and somewhat weaker comparing with the modified static

variant.Thus at first*the approximate calculation of the nucleor;

recoil effects in the modified static theory qualitatively

reflects the tendency of the movement of the oscillation region

to low q,.It even coinsides quantitatively with the result of the

exact Paddeev equation calculation in the field q <O.35GeV/c.Or.e

oan speak about the agreement of the exact calculation .̂-i-i the

modified static one concerning the imaginary part ©
4
(W,q.) too at

q <0.4GeV/c.Soine displacement on q between thes^ variants is

3 a
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flit*»/, >• j ic»v/.

FigiO.'i'hc Boattering amplitude Ф . (W,q_ ) troa the faddeev

equations ae a runetion of the initial momentum square k* in the

deuteron reet- frame and the nuoleon Э momentum q_ in the

pion-deiiteron cm. frame.At the top-He©
J
(W,q

1
),at the bottom-

Jnd>
s
(W,q

3
).The dxreotions of the лхХе k\q

%
 and the values of the

considered intervals are tihomn in the inserts.
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Pig.1i.Xhe scattering amplitude ae a fraction of at
W=2.18i;GeY.Solid curves-Faddeev equations;dashed curves-the single

and the double scattering from Faddeev equation^dot-dafhed

ourves-the single soatt-ering from Faddeev equaticns;dottc-d

curvee-the static theory;double-dot-dashed curves-lhe r.ofilfic-i

static theory.'

Я
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DeoF.use the coincidence is not exa^t even for the

double-noattering amplitude through the neglect of the small

Permi-movsment energy of the nuoleon 2 in the propagator Y
U
(T«)

The boundary of the physical region is reaohed . at

q =O.425GeV/o fox* the amplitude of the process icd-vftpn at

W--2.1820eV i.e. w
o
(q

s
)-mt(i.Here the prinoipal distinction ooours

between the calculation on Faddeev equations (14,15) and ths

modified etatio theory.The amplitude does not osoillate in the

eyraot calculation at q >O.425GeV/c but monotonously aspires to

zero both in the real part and in the imaginary one.Moreover

;hsre is the peculiarity in 1гоФ
ь
 (W,Q

a
 ) at q

a
 =0.425GeV/o.Such

difference of
 (
two calculations is because the modified etatio

consideration nevertheless takee into account recoil effects too

roughly and violates the uaitarity condition at q >0.425GeV/e for

the scattering with the multiplicity more than two.This ie seen

from eqs.(iy,13j beoause there is the imaginary part in the

effective propagator Y^ in the unphysical region q
a
 >0.425GeY/o

(w
e
(q)

a
;<r.riH).Thiw it- is clear,ooroparing these variante.that tha

change of the. surfaoe lm$^(W
t
q. ) oharaoter at large q, ie

connected with the unitarity condition.This leads to a strong

quantitative difference in ИеФ
3
 too,though at the same time there

is the osoillation effeot. in the amplitude at lower q^.

. The mountain range emergence OR the Burfaoe 1тФ
3
 at the low

initial nomeii'tum к and its absence in the etatio ease (fig.6) is

explained analogously the peak creating on the Burfaoe ln&
z
{H,q^)

at small к and Q
3
(see seot.2).The difference if. thit the main !

contribution.to the field of the peak is produoed by the pion

double scattering but at large q
&
 the proper imaginary part of

the doublft-spattering amplitude without the elemertary amplitude

complexity vanishes due to the unitarity condition.Thus the \

amiH tudes with the multiplicity more than two give the main |

contribution hero.This contribution increases through deorease of n

k4ln fig. 12 the amplitude *
a
(W,q.) is represented at W=2.0860eV |

I.the'fleid/of the mountain range in flg.1O,k-O.i67GeV/o).It ie |

seen that
 l
in- l'ft'l>̂  jtho rnultisoattering amplitudes exoeed the |

Xelrt one« eignirioantly pt large q.̂  .At the same time the ]
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q
3
,(G«V/c)

?ig.12.The scattering anaplitude Ф^(*.Ч
Ь
) as a lunation of q^ at

W=2.086GeV.Solid curves-Paddeev equations;dashed curves-the

single and double scattering from Paddeev equations; do (.-dashed

ourves-the single scattering from Faddeev equations;ciotted

ourvee-the statio theory;double-dot-dashed ourves-the mod.HU. l

static theory.

iff >



oscillations disappeared in the q, -dependence of the

amplitude.Evidently it is explained by the great real part of the

elementary *CN-amplitude at this energy.It spreads the

interference picture from the scattering amplitudes of different

multiplicities.(See the discussion of fig.8 in sect.2.)

Л И diecuEsed coherent affects disapjpear at large initial

momenta through the decrease of the elementary r3i-amplitude in

accordance with the condition (4) and with the pole trajectory at

the k~p2ane Tig.4.With inorease of к the peculiarities moves to

the region of very small nuoleon-nucleon distanoes where the

deuteron wave function ia equal tosero. In fig.13 the amplitude

C
a
(W,q

a
) is shown at the energy W-2.300GeV (K=O.44'7GeV/o).It is

zeen that the main variant of the calculation coincides with the

SUIT of single and double-scattering amplitudes almost at the whole

field of q .The modified st2tio calculation agrees qualitatively

with the main variant too.

In the conclusion cf this part 1еъ'е consider the amplitude

<&,(W,q.) in the kinematic field of the process icd-*pp,i.e.

q -'j(w/2 )*• -m*.Thie amplitude desox'ibes the absorption of the

scalar pion by deuteron under the condition that the "off-shell"

behaviour of the elementary amplitude is negleoted (h(p)=1 in

(14), (13)) and only S-wave UN-interaction is oonsidered.TOie

behaviour of real and imaginary parts of the amplitude ac well as

the module cquare is shown in fig.14;the later represents the

energy dependence of the S-wave cross-seotion.Qne oar. see that

there is the single scattering contribution to the real part

determined only by the deuteron wave function which is

comparatively small.The double scattering amplitude (the pion j

absorption by a nuoleon pair) has the standard resonanoelike

behaviour with the maximum in the imaginary part at W=2.17GeV

oonneoted with the reeonanoe in the elementary amplitude.The ,

ree^nanoelike behaviour of *
s
(W,q

s
(W)) is conserved if one takes \

into aooounx ali multiple resoatterings in eqs. (14,15) but the •£

maximum is at lower energy W=2.066GeV and width is approximatly Д ,

twice smaller.The maximum in the imaginary part Im*j (*»Ч$ (V)) '"

ooi*respunds to the dĵ soû sed mountain range on the surface

) fig.10.Al the same time the real part Re$« vanished
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q
3
(GeV/c)

I
P~ig.13.The scattering amplitude Ф_(»Г^

4
) as a function of q

3
 at

W*2.3OOGeV.Solid ourvee-Paddeev equations;dashed ourves-the

single and the double scattering from 7aJ<Vev

equations;dot-dashed ourvoe-the single scattering from I-*a<2doev

equations;dotted ourves-the static theory;double - dot-«

curves-the modified static theory.
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22 23

Vlg.14.The scattering amplitude <&a(W,qa(W)> at qa= YW/2^-m*aa a

function of W.The initial point of W-axie o^rresponde to

k-0.Solid oiirves-Faadeev equations;dashed ourveu-the single and

tin doable; BOHttering from Paddeev equations;dot-daehed

cur-vefc the single eoattering from Faddeev

donations,double dot-daehed curves-the modified static theory.
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3uet at the point of the maxinum of ХяФ

&
 and thus the loop on

Argan-diagram Is produced with the oorreot resonanoelike

. direction of mcwtent with the energy inorease.One oan traoe the

arising of the maximum displacement in Into considering the triple

scattering in Faddeer equations (14,15).One oan see from the

calculation that the supplement of the triple interaction

displaces the maximum approximately in a half of the fell

shift.Thus all multiplicities of rsscattering are significant in

this effect.The main reasons of the maximum displacement (the

oreation of the mountain range on the surface 1тФ
&
 (fig.10)) are

the sharp decrease of -the imaginary part of the doable-scattering

amplitude at k % k
e
 by vertue of the discussed interference

phenomena (fig.11,14).The multisoatlering amplitude inoreasuewith

the initial momentum Деогеаве and 1тФ^ vanishing at k=0 because

of the unitarity oondition.Let's consider for clearing this

effeot the amplitude <&.(W,q
3
(W)) in the modified static theory

(double dot-dashed curve in fig.14).The picture qualitatively

corresponds to che exaot calculation right up to W«2.i2GeV,the

maximum in the imaginary part is produced too (at W«2.O6 GeV) and

the real part at the same time goes through zero.The distinction

is that due to the nununitarity of the amplitudes with the

multiplisities being more than two in this calculation the imaginary

§ part does not vanish at k=0 and the maximum is rathei* wide.Time

the discussed coherent effeot arises in the modified static

theory too ind it has sufficiently general character.

The prinoipal difference between the exaot calculation and the

modified statio variant arises at W>2.i2GeV (кмк, ).It is the

field of the imaginary part oscillation in the modified statio-

theory (fig.11) where Inri^ff.q^) oan be negative.As this theory

is ncnunitary in considered region (see above mentioned

discussion concerning fig.11) the only conclusion of thia

calculation is the statement that the imaginary part deoreaaeo ш >;

this field in accordance with the Faddeev equation oaloulation. >l
t

The obtained from eqs.'
4
14,15) reeor.aneeli.Ke amplitude Ц

nonresonant ba^ground in P***
a
 >'^°- Ц

interference with this baokground leads to tr.-r; narnw pe.-.V". in 'Л& ';••

section (fig.14) and besides the peak vidth in the с
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dependence is very small,almost by the order of magnitude lower

than in the elementary interaction.Such peak i ot produced in the

modified static theory due to the large width of the peak in the

imaginary part by virtue of the theory nonunitarity.At the a—a

time there is the break of t.4e slope in the energy dependenoe of

the cross-seotion at the peak position,The further more

comprehensive investigation,turning off step by step all

approximations being done,allows to give unambiguous answer about

the value of suoh effects in the real pion-deuteron scattering.

Conclusion

The considered interference effects of the plon

multisoattering en the nuoleons of deuteron have relatively high

role in ltd-interact ion (for ex. in icd*pp prooess} by virtue of

picking out 3-wave contribution in Hd-scattering enriohing the

interaction with the short-range nuoleon-nuoleon system.The

S-wave elementary pion-nuoleon scattering is the reoond reason

which increases the effects.In the case of P-wave interaction

the reeonanoe oondition analogous to the denominator vanishing in

eq.(6) provides equations 1-***х*«О or 1-f*x£«O where

analogous to the propagator exp(ikr)/rl8,9].The distinction of Xj
and Xj_ from exp(ikr)/r ie that the value x, weakly oeoillates at
xwro (the wave formation is at the larger distanoe) in spite of
the analogous exp(ikr)/r behaviour at small r.Ihe value x^
oeoillatae strongly but behaves as -аЛгг at low r i.e. it ia very
small. This removes poles of the amplitude in the

coordinate representation from the real axis and weakens coherent i

effeote.These questions will be considered later for different |

.. waves both in the TCd-system and in im-eubsyetern.Here the isoepine |

quantum numbers ooultf be of great importance because on the one n

hand the Clebsoh-Gordan coefficients in the amplitude f remove |

pole from the real axis but on the other hand tine structure I
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of the denominator gets complicated and includes the terms

proportional to (Г
г
х

г
)

4
18,9]

The most suitable examples for the manifestation of the

discussed effect are
 a
P^ and 'D^ waves in the real itd->-pp

process (the classification on the final state).In this oase the

minimum pion orbital momentum in the initial state are 1-0 and

1=1 correspondingly and assuming Nu-intermediate state L̂ .-1 arid

Lj-^O.The orbital moments? are larger in all other waves either in

the initial or in the intermediate state.The experimental

situation is obviously unsatisfactory for the observation of the

discussed narrow effects in the energy behaviour at small

energies from the threshold to W«2.08GeVt14].Qn the other hand it

is necessary to consider the possible manifestation of S-wave

TUJ-resonanoes with the higher masses.The obtained peaks in

Ud-oross-eection move to the low energy relatively the mass of

the icN-resonanoe,and in principle oould appear in the region of

ezperimentaly observed effectsl3).
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